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Conventionally, magnetic surfaces have been measured 
in low magnetic fields «0.1 Tesla) because of the 
restriction of the heat load of magnetic coils and so on.l) 
Plasma experiments have been carried out in high magnetic 
fields (-3 Tesla)~ magnetic coils can be dlstorted by the 
strong electromagnetic force to produce the error field The 
error field forms magnetic islands. It is therefore important 
to measure magnetic surfaces in the high magnetic field 
Large Helical Device (LHD) is the superconducting machine, 
thus we can sustain the high magnetic field in steady state, 
which is useful for detailed magnetic surface measurement 
We used a fluorescent mesh method, and constructed a 
magnetic surface measurement system as shown in figure 1. 
The system consists of three main components: an electron 
gun rod, a fluorescent mesh and a CCD camera.. Auorescent 
light on the mesh (6.S-L port) induced by interaction with 
the electron beam emitted from the electron gun (I-Oport) 
and fluorescent materials can be ~tected with the CCD 
camera (7-T port). We have ~veloped the special electron 
gun which can emi t an electron beam in the high magnetic 
field by using a lanthanum hexiaboride ceramic cathode.2) 
After the first experimental campaign, we measured the 
magnetic surfaces in a low magnetic field of 875 and 2500 
Gauss. Clear nested magnetic surfaces were observed as 
shown in Fig.2. A clear m=1 magnetic island appeared in 
periphery. The phase and size of the island are roughly 
consistent with a calculated resul t including the terrestrial 
magnetism effect. This suggests that magnetic coils are 
assembled within the accuracy of the LHD construction 
criterion.3) To confirm it, we measured magnetic surfaces in 
a high magnetic filed of about 2.7 Tesla after the second 
experimental campaign. As a resUlt, we succeecW in 
measurement in the high magnetic field, and we observed 
the m=l magnetic island which width is about four times 
larger than the calculated result. This experimental result 
clearly shows the presence of the error field which is unclear 
in measurement in the low magnetic field. 
We investigated the error field induced by magnetic 
shields of NBI by reversing the vertical direction of the stray 
magnetic field around LHD. No significant change of the 
island was observed. and the error field calculation using a 
magnetic moment method shows that the error field of 
30 
magnetic shields is negligible. Our urgent task is to clarify 
the origin of the error field. 
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Fig. I. The experimental configuration for magnetic surface 
measurement in LHD. 
Fig.2. Magnetic surfaces in the standard configuration with 
a magnetic field of 2500 Gauss. 
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